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Book Review
Skip Through the Seasons

Every season has something beautiful to offer. The flowers, the snow, the beach, and the harvest all have beauty. Come join in the fun with this cheery book about the seasons. There are items to find on every page and plenty to learn about the changing weather and seasons. Barefoot Books prides themselves in art and encouraging diversity. Throughout the book there are countless delightful examples of this.

Skip Through the Seasons is an entertaining book that will keep kids busy. Every page has a lyrical verse and some words of items that can be found throughout the artwork. The story starts in January and goes through the year until December. The back of the book also has information on what the months were named after, why the seasons change, and the evolution of the calendar. Barefoot Books has an impressive devotion to the environment as well as the world’s diversity. What a perfect addition to any library.
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